Symantec™ Complete Website Security takes the complexity out of securing your websites and protecting your business. It harmonizes and fortifies your efforts by giving you the visibility, agility, and security breadth and depth you need in one unified website security offering.

**Enterprise-class SSL/TLS Management**
- Simplify, automate, and enhance the complete lifecycle management of your SSL/TLS certificates in your environment.
- Enhance business agility with the capability to review and approve certificate requests within minutes.
- Reduce the cost and complexity of managing SSL/TLS certificates.
- Strengthen certificate security and ensure compliance with standard processes.
- Increase efficiency with customizable certificate requisition workflows.
- Simplify and enhance certificate accountability, compliance, and analysis.
- Eliminate certificate and configuration vulnerabilities caused by human error.
- Free up time spent managing certificates for more business strategic initiatives.
- Reduce personnel expertise and training requirements for certificate installations.
- Simplify certificate standardization and CA vendor consolidation efforts.
- Flexibly control automated renewals and transfers.

**Symantec Private CA**
- Enhance security and management of private SSL/TLS certificates.
- Instantly issue, manage, and track your private intranet certificates.
- Better protect your private certificates, while avoiding the risks, errors, time, and hidden costs associated with self-signed CAs.
- Import your own private roots or use our private CA roots.
- Flexibly issue the type of intranet SSL/TLS certificates you need without concern for CAB forum requirements.
- Consolidate public and private certificate management.

**Certificate discovery and automation**
- Automate discovery and monitoring of all installed SSL/TLS certificates across your environment, regardless of issuing CA.
- Prevent server outages caused by expiring certificates.
- Simplify certificate tracking and auditing.
- Detect certificate vulnerability and compliance issues.
- Facilitate certificate forecasting and budgeting.

**Secure App Service (code signing)**
- Upload software to be signed to our comprehensive cloud-based code signing management service.
- Protect your business against major financial impacts and brand damage that comes from mismanaged code signing keys.
- Simplify, speed up, and control code signing efforts for your entire team.
- Gain complete control over who can access keys and sign applications.
- Know your certificates and keys are safe and managed in military-grade data centers.
- Get granular insights into all code signing activities.
- Stop worrying about individual certificate and key expirations.
- Easily use the code signing models for your target platforms.
Extended Validation SSL/TLS Certificates

- Instill confidence and trust in your websites with well-recognized, visual trust indicators and adherence to the strictest authentication standards.
- Increase conversion rates and reduce site abandonment.
- Enhance customer experience with the most secure and best performing choice for website security.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

- Enhance customer security and performance.
- Improve security with ECC-256-bit keys that are 64,000 times harder to crack than pure RSA.
- Speed up performance by 7-to-10% and use less CPU power.
- Smooth migration with ECC/RSA Hybrid Algorithm.
- Improve browser compatibility and root ubiquity.

Norton Secured Seal with daily malware scans

- Quickly identify and remediate malicious code.
- Reduce the risk of being blacklisted by search engines.
- Promote online trust with the Norton Secured Seal as you remain malware free.

Weekly website vulnerability assessments

- Quickly identify and eliminate exploitable website vulnerabilities.
- Receive comprehensive, actionable reports on high risk and lower risk issues.
- Confirm vulnerability elimination with rescans.

DDOS protection*

- Block automated attackers, bad bots, scrapers, and spammers with Layer 7 and Layer 3-4 protection.
- Quickly and automatically scale, divert, and stop the largest and smartest attacks using our 2Tbps capacity network infrastructure with 30 global points-of-presence.
- Minimize business disruption with transparent mitigation and minimum false positives.

Cloud-based web application firewall (WAF)*

- Protect against Layer-7 attacks.
- Defend against all OWASP Top 10 threats, including SQL injection, cross-site scripting, illegal resource access, and remote file inclusion.
- Proactively remediate threats with constant monitoring and dedicated security rules.
- Activate with just a simple DNS change.

CDN and optimization*

- Accelerate site performance with our application-aware, global CDN.
- Minimize latency through sophisticated content and network optimization.
- Improve response times with both static and dynamic content caching.

24 hour support

Symantec 24/7/365 global support and services give you confidence that you can always get the help you need when you need it, no matter where you’re located.
- Monitor and drive prioritization for your support cases.
- Track product enhancement requests (if applicable).
- Communicate any service-impacting maintenance.
- Benefit from a service/support escalation point.

Simple, flexible, and predictable subscription service

- Simple fixed pricing and fixed term subscriptions.
- Accurately anticipate your total spend through annual and multi-year subscription contracts with no additional charges – guaranteed.
- Gain flexible access to all the services you require, whenever and wherever you need them across your entire organization under a single PO.
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